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TRUE NORTH
ANY WINDOWS ON THIS FACADE ARE NOT PERMITTED TO BE REPLACED DUE TO THE BUILDINGS LOCATION ON THE PROPERTY LINE.
**EXTERIOR MATERIAL BOARD**

- **PS** EXISTING STUCCO, PAINTED WHITE
- **MP** METAL PANEL, BLACK
- **RS** ROOF SCREEN, BLACK
- **SE** STAIR ENCLOSURE
- **SL** SKYLIGHT
- **PB** EXISTING BRICK, PAINTED WHITE
- **RL** RAILING
- **IG** INSULATED GLAZING, APPLIED MUNITIN AT UPPER PANE (AS INDICATED)
- **WD** VERTICAL WOOD, WESTERN RED CEDAR
- **SL** SKYLIGHT
- **MP** METAL PANEL, BLACK
- **PS** EXISTING STUCCO, PAINTED WHITE

**NOTE:**
- Insulated glazing applied with muntin at upper pane (as indicated)
- Existing brick, painted white
- Metal panel, black
- Roof screen, black
- Stair enclosure
- Skylight
- Vertical wood, western red cedar
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